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COMMON VALUES BIND US,
NOT POWER OR WEALTH

– PRESIDENT SIRISENA TO THE COMMONWEALTH

Attending the opening ceremony of the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in
Malta on November 27th, President Maithripala Sirisena, outgoing Chair-in-Office of the
Commonwealth made the following statement.
Your Majesty Queen Elizabeth, Honorable Joseph Muscat, Prime Minister of Malta, Honorable Kamalesh Sharma, Secretary General
of Commonwealth, Excellencies, Ladies and
Gentlemen.
I am very pleased to address you as the outgoing Chairman of the Commonwealth. I am
extremely happy about the participation of Her
Majesty the Queen Elizabeth, whom we all ac-

knowledge as the Head of the Commonwealth
and a great leader for us in the Commonwealth.
Excellencies, ladies and gentlemen, Sri Lanka
is a founding member of the Commonwealth,
and we are very pleased about its growth over
the past few years.
The influence of the Commonwealth has
helped to guide the political and social behavior of all our members. The common values
we share bind us together, and, not the power
or the wealth of the member states. Two years
ago when we met in Sri Lanka we agreed that
achieving growth with equity and inclusivity
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must be the main concerns

AMBASSADOR KARIYAWASAM SPEAKS
AT THE UNITED STATES INSTITUTE OF PEACE

The United States Institute of Peace (USIP)
hosted Ambassador Prasad Kariyawasam,
US Assistant Secretary of State for South
and Central Asian Affairs Nisha Biswal and
US Assistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights and Labour Tom Malinowski for a discussion on Sri Lanka titled
“Towards Sustainable Peace in Sri Lanka:
The Opportunities Ahead” on December
1st. The discussion was moderated by President of USIP Nancy Lindborg. Participation was by invitation only. A presentation
circulated by Ambassador Kariyawasan at
the discussion can be accessed here.

AMBASSADOR SAMANTHA
POWER VISITS SRI LANKA

“I cannot think of a country in the world today where there
has been this much change in this short a period of time.”
– Ambassador Samantha Power, Colombo, November 23rd

United States Permanent Representative to the UN Ambassador Samantha Power visited Sri Lanka from November 21st
to 23rd. Ambassador Samantha Power is the second cabinet
level visitor from the US Administration to travel to Sri Lanka
this year, following Secretary of State John Kerry’s visit in May.
During her stay in the country Ambassador Power had a
wide range of meetings with the Sri Lankan government,
civil society and youth. She called on President Maithripala
Sirisena, Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe and met
with Minister of Foreign Affairs Mangala Samaraweera and
Leader of the Opposition R. Sampanthan.
She travelled to Jaffna where she met with Governor
H.M.G.S. Pallihakara and Chief Minister C. Wigneswaran and also visited Osmania College, a prominent
institution for Jaffna’s Muslim Community, the Jaffna Library, as well as the Uthayan Newspaper Headquarters.
Her public discussion with Sri Lankan youth served as a
platform for candid and dynamic interaction on a range
of current issues.
In his remarks to the media following the bilateral
meeting with Ambassador Power, Foreign Minister Samaraweera noted “ Ambassador Power has been, and
continues to be, a good friend of Sri Lanka. Even in the
most difficult times, she always maintained faith and trust
in the people of this country and in the latent strengths
of our nation. Her presence here with us is a source of
encouragement to us as we proceed on the journey we
began on the 8th of January to make our country a truly
peaceful, reconciled, prosperous, nation which abides by
the best democratic traditions; promoting and protecting
the human rights of each of our citizens and celebrating the multi-ethnic, multi-cultural, multi-religious and
multi-lingual nature of our society. Today, Sri Lanka is
Cont. on Pg. 03
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THE GOVERNMENT WILL TAKE EVERY STEP
NECESSARY TO FIGHT CORRUPTION – PRESIDENT
President Maithripala Sirisena said he would make all necessary
arrangements for institutions that work for the prevention of corruption, to work in a free and fair manner without political influence. He added that the required amendments to the Prevention
of Corruption Act will be formulated, enabling the Commission
to Investigate Allegation of Bribery or Corruption to work freely
and independently. He said that the requests made by the Commission will be presented to the Parliament and necessary Cabinet
approvals will be taken to implement it.
The president made these remarks at the concluding ceremony
of the Walk “A Bribery and Corruption Free Country” held on
December 9th at the Independence Square.
The walk was organized by the Transparency International Sri Lanka and the Commission to Investigate Allegation of Bribery or Cor-

ruption, in line with the International Anti-Corruption Day.
The President observed that this was the first time a President of
Sri Lanka was participating in an anti-corruption walk. He observed that the former governments did not have an ability to
mark this day with the people and the organisations who work for
the prevention of corruption.
“Today the people are enjoying the 19th amendment to the constitution brought about by the new government they elected on
January 8th. Action has been taken to free this country from bribery and corruption through this amendment, fulfilling the expectations of the people” the President said.
The Sri Lanka Anti-Corruption Integrity Award was presented
posthumously to the late Ven. Maduluwawe Sobitha Thero and
the former editor of Ravaya newspaper Victor Ivan.

REMARKS TO MEDIA BY HON. MANGALA SAMARAWEERA,
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS ON HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
Ladies & Gentleman,
Today is Human Rights Day, as you know. And as in the past, Sri Lanka
will join the countries of the world in commemorating this important
event. But this year, Sri Lanka’s commemorations will not only be symbolic – it will also be substantive. So I am very pleased to announce that Sri
Lanka’s Permanent Representative to the United Nations, will today, this
morning in New York, in fact, will be signing the International Convention on Enforced Disappearances.
As you are aware, Sixty-seven years ago, in 1948, as the world was recovering from the unspeakable horrors of the Second World War, delegates
from around the world convened to adopt the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, affirming every person’s right to liberty, equality, and justice under the law.
In commemorating that event, 10th December, is celebrated internationally as ‘Human Rights Day’.
This year’s Human Rights Day, internationally, will be marked by the
launch of a year-long campaign to commemorate the 50th anniversary
of the two International Covenants on Human Rights: the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which were adopted by the UN
General Assembly on the 16th of December 1966.
The campaign titled “Our Rights. Our Freedoms. Always.”, revolves
around the theme of rights and freedoms – freedom of speech, freedom
of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear.
And today is a special day for us in Sri Lanka as well. It is the first Human Rights Day since the January 8th Presidential election and Rainbow
Revolution and the launch of an era of consensus-based politics under the
leadership of President Maithripala Sirisena and Prime Minister Ranil
Wickremesinghe.
As you know, during the last decade or so, in Sri Lanka, human rights
were always spoken as an alien concept. The universal values of democracy, human rights and the rule of law were made out to be alien concepts
or western values as the previous government called it and they used to say
it’s western values and infringing on our country’s sovereignty.

But, on the 8th of January, we changed all that. The people of this country,
upholding the best traditions of democracy, used the power of the ballot to
vote for change and through that ballot, the people of Sri Lanka acknowledged that each and every human being, not only in this country, but all
over the world, irrespective of race, creed, gender or income level – are
bound by common and inalienable rights that we all share as human beings. By just this singular act alone, Sri Lanka took the world by surprise
and captured the attention of the world community. By repeating this feat
on the 17th of August again, the people of this country, together with the
Government, have undertaken to travel on the path of establishing good
governance, rule of law, and human rights, including taking steps for reconciliation, and non-recurrence – which we believe are essential ingredients if Sri Lanka is to achieve durable peace, security, sustainable development and prosperity for all.
So it was in this background, that just last night, the Cabinet of Ministers,
in keeping with the mandate and vision of our Government to promote
and protect the human rights of all citizens and ensure non-recurrence,
took an extremely important and decisive step to sign the International
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, which demonstrates the seriousness of which the Government considers this issue. In keeping with this decision taken last night, Sri Lanka’s
Permanent Representative in New York will today, I believe this morning
Cont. on Pg. 03
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ANNUAL REVIEW OF PROSCRIBED ENTITIES
UNDER UN REGULATION NO. 1 OF 2012

The Government of Sri Lanka proscribed
16 organisations and 424 individuals under Gazette Extraordinary No. 1854/41 on
21 March 2014 using powers under the
United Nations Act No. 45 of 1968. The
proscription was announced eight days
before Western and Southern Provincial
Council elections, which were held on 29
March 2014.
The initial proscription process was conducted in haste and was not subject to a
rigorous process of assessment and verification. Many of the listed organisations
had never condoned violence or terrorism.
Some of the proscribed individuals were
even dead at the time of proscription - including one individual who died 8 years
prior to the proscription.
United Nations Regulation No. 1, approved by Parliament in 2012, obliges the
Government to review and update its list
of proscribed organisations at least once
a year. The new government, resolute in

COMMON VALUES ...
of the Commonwealth.
We also noted that promoting sustainable development will require intensified efforts both
nationally and internationally. I am further
pleased to note that the United Nations also
has given priority to Sustainable Development Goals, meaning, integrating our efforts
with the United Nations.
We recognized that young people today are
the foundation for a prosperous tomorrow.
Therefore we conveyed our abiding interest in
the our younger generation by adopting the
Magampura Declaration of Commitment to
Young People.
We welcomed the establishment of the Commonwealth Youth Council and Sri Lanka
was pleased to host the first Commonwealth
Youth Council Meeting.

HUMAN RIGHTS DAY...
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in New York, will sign this Convention. In
fact, the Cabinet of Ministers also authorised the Legal Draftsman to undertake the
drafting of necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the Convention,
and the ratification of the Convention
once enabling legislation is passed by Parliament, which we hope to do in January
next year.

combatting terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations, undertook a systematic review process in order to update the list of
organisations.

Over the last six months, law enforcement
and intelligence agencies have conducted
a comprehensive and careful review of the
proscribedorganisations and individuals.
The review process concluded that there
was no intelligence or evidence justifying
the listing of eight organisations and 267
persons. Groups that continue to espouse
separatism, including eight organizations
and 157 individuals, remain proscribed.
As a result of this review, our law enforcement and intelligence services are now able
to target their resources more efficiently
and focus their energy on genuine threats
improving the security of all Sri Lankans.
Furthermore, since the new Government
came to power with a mandate for democracy, good governance, rule of law, accountability and reconciliation many listed

groups made public statements expressing
their commitment to a united, undivided
Sri Lanka in global forums. This indicates
that the government’s counter-terrorism
strategy of combating terrorism through
better intelligence,specialised training,
tighter legislation and closer counter-terrorism partnerships, combined with measures addressing the root causes of violence,
is beginning to work.
As per our legal obligations, the Government will annually review and update the
list of proscribed persons. We hope that
other groups and individuals make similar
public commitments condemning violence
and renouncing separatism in addition to
other necessary measures. Then they too
can be considered for de-proscription and
join other formerly proscribed organisations, both in the North and South, who
have successfully entered the democratic
mainstream and are now working for the
betterment of Sri Lanka.
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The Commonwealth is home to a population
of over two billion people. A majority of them
live in developing, and least developed member countries. Uplifting their living standards
should be our short term goal, medium term
goal and long term goal.We recognize that
trade and investment play an important role
in employment generation, poverty reduction
and advancing economic prosperity. Support
for value addition industries, instead of raw
material sales by our countries, should receive
greater attention.
The Kotte Statement that we issued at the Colombo Summit reiterated our commitment to
promote Commonwealth investment flows
and private sector engagements. This is the
demand from our developing country friends
and their economies.
As the outgoing Chair we are satisfied when

we look back on the work that has been accomplished during the past two years. I thank
all Commonwealth Heads of Government for
their support and help during my term as the
Chair in Office.
We gratefully acknowledge the contribution
made by Secretary General Honorable Kamalesh Sharma and the support he and his staff
extended to the Commonwealth, personally
to me, my Government and the people of Sri
Lanka.
Finally, I congratulate Malta as our host and
as the Commonwealth Chair in Office for
the next two years. I convey my heartfelt best
wishes to the Honourable Prime Minister and
the friendly people of Malta, and thank them
for the excellent arrangements made for our
ongoing meeting.
Thank you.

AMBASSADOR SAMANTHA POWER VISITS...
taken note of by the world community, not
merely in terms of geographic positioning but
in terms of the changes that have been ushered in by the people of our country.
Observing that “a lot of difficult things that are
happening around the world”, Ambassador
Power said “it’s a very difficult time for a lot
of communities and Sri Lanka really stands
out as a place and a people who have given the
world great hope. It’s a country that dealt with
terrorism itself and now is dealing with the
very difficult legacies of a long and very arduous civil conflict. But it’s putting one foot in
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front of the other, facing hard problems, and
again showing no signs of moving away from
confronting difficult issues of the past in order
to help contribute to that brighter future.”
Ambassador Power reiterated United States’
commitment to deepening the bilateral partnership, including through stronger trade and
investment ties and military cooperation, and
by standing as a partner for Sri Lanka and
the Sri Lankan people as they move forward
on the democratic path they chose for themselves on January 8th.
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By ALEX FREW McMILLAN

BUILDING A NEW LIFE IN RURAL SRI LANKA
WELIGAMA, Sri Lanka — It was a vacation for his 40th birthday that sold Paddy
Dalton and his partner, Rob Ioannou, on
Sri Lanka. Their stay at the Aman resort
in the southern town of Galle was intoxicating enough that the couple returned
three weeks later in search of a permanent home.
They found it on the first day, acquiring a
working tea and cinnamon estate a halfhour drive into the hills behind the surf
town of Weligama on the island nation’s
south coast. Five years later, they have
completed their first home on the estate,
which comes in at 50 acres and employs
about 30 people.
On a recent visit, peacocks flew low under
the canopy of the rubber tree forest, the
din of their piercing calls drifting down
over a misty valley that leads to an artificial lake, one of three on the property

that help irrigate the plantation. Besides
building the home, which they call the
Planter’s Bungalow, Mr. Dalton and Mr.
Ioannou have embarked on an overhaul
of the estate, which has fallen on hard
times.
That has involved clearing acres of overgrown land and planting tens of thousands of new tea trees and cinnamon
bushes, as well as constructing stone retaining walls on the steeply sloped foothills of Sri Lanka’s “hill country.” As part
of the agreement to buy the estate for
about $740,000 from the Gamage family, the new owners kept on Thilakasiri
Gamage as the estate manager. His son,
Hasitha, oversees the new house.
Thanks to a miscommunication, the estate is now dubbed Wild Buffalo Hill.
In fact, its Sinhalese name, Kalugenadeniya Beddedeniyewatta, is more cor-

rectly translated as “elk orchard.” That is
probably a reference to the large but elusive sambar deer that wander Sri Lanka’s
mountain forests, in particular the nearby
Horton Plains National Park.
The Planter’s Bungalow is the first of
at least three homes the couple plan to
build. With two bedrooms and a footprint
of 2,700 square feet, it is on a relatively
modest scale, compared with the oversize
holiday villas that many expatriates build
in Sri Lanka.
It also forsakes the colonial whitewashed
influences and closed-in courtyards of the
Tropical Modernism movement made famous by Geoffrey Bawa, the best known
of the country’s architects. Instead, it nods
to that past with a traditional pitch to the
roof and the column-lined terraces that
surround the home but updates it with a
silhouette of sleek straight lines.
READ MORE: http://www.nytimes.com/
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